
 

 
Dan Sawyer Given the really hard hitting, incisive commentary on 
infiltration at the G20 by the CLC, Judy Rebbick, and the 9/11 Truth nuts, 
I feel like we need to change things up. Since we're all undercover police, 
there's no point in playing the 'guess who's a cop' game anymore. We 
should all be trying to guess which one of us ISN'T. 
    Yesterday at 5:50pm · Comment · LikeUnlike 
Krishna Bera, Dan Sawyer, John Hollingsworth and 4 others like this. 
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Dan Sawyer  
One of the many powers of us reptilian cops is the ability to make people pee their pants. 
21 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Jane Scharf  
@Dan Sawyer: the evidence of police provocateur activity is in countless videos and thousands of 
eyewitness accounts of the G20 and there was admittance at Montebello of agent provocateur activity. And 
there is evidence of agent provocateur activity in Ottawa in the RBC Arson video. Three people in the 
video but cops don't want to talk about who the third person is. And oddly enough neither do you Dan. I 
wonder why. 
20 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Max Hirschfeld Noel  
Dan you have got to be the most deeply embedded cop EVER. I always knew you were *committed* but I 
had NO IDEA *what to*!! You are even more dedicated than that FBI agent who married someone in the 
BPP. Pete's a cop and Dan's a cop!!! Fuck I wonder if *I* am really a cop?!?!  
20 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading... 

 
Max Hirschfeld Noel  
If there is one thing cops are committed to it is working endlessly in one anti-poverty organization after 
another for no pay and lots of grief. 
20 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading... 

 
Max Hirschfeld Noel  
That's why we hate the fuckin pigs!!!! 
20 hours ago · LikeUnlike 



 
John Hollingsworth  
truthers suck and so do their lizard NWO overlords. you think that they're opposed to each other but they're 
really just two sides of the same crazy-making coin. did you notice how the queen came to town just as 
these startling revelations were being put out there by intrepid truth soldiers? alex jones himself told me all 
this on his special radio channel from outer space. 
20 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Jane Scharf  
What about François Leclerc was he a good old bud working endlessly in one anti-poverty organization 
after another for no pay for two years? Why does Dan and Pete not want to talk about that either? Also 
check out Citizen and Sun July 15 police admit that they had an undercover infiltrator in the activist 
community for two years. You can see these articles on my blog. http://www.janescharf.com/blog/ 
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Nahsuhs Ayara  
@ Jane Scharf, Stop trying to campaign on the backs of hard working individuals. What does your blog 
have to do with anything?  
 
P.S. Respect the wishes of people, and stop talking already JESUS!  
 
P.P.S. what the fuck! Seriously how about a life? and you getting one.  
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Suzanne Doyon  
Hey Dan are you getting a frontal lobotomy...you know it is a prerequisite to being a pig fucker...(oh roids 
and a texas shirt would help)....before you do maybe you shpuld ask Jane if it hurts!!! 
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading... 

 
Nahsuhs Ayara  
that's cause the lady is a cop... can't you tell from my hair cut, i was just at the academy in Regina.  
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading... 

 
Pete Beaulieu-Blais  
guys, quit detracting. WHY IS NO ONE WILLING TO ADMIT DAN IS A LIZARD. is it because you all 
have something to hide? we are not fooled. we will EXPOSE you!! 
 
DKS TRUTH NOW 



19 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading... 

 
Suzanne Doyon  
@Jane....the "lady" just opens her mouth to much 
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Suzanne Doyon  
@shu...are you a lizard too!!! 
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Nahsuhs Ayara  
Totally a Lizard Pig... 
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Suzanne Doyon  
with fab hair! 
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Jon Hunt  
Dan, are you holding my Thomas Frank book as evidence? Is that why I can't get it back? 
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Nahsuhs Ayara  
The "lady" makes the other "lady" blush. God who even talks like that anymore? 
 
This non-lady is in solidarity with friends and allies who are being personally attacked by those who are out 
to gain some notoriety by besmirching the names of hard working, amazing activists who are doing self-
less work to make this world a better place for all of us... See More. 
 
Jane you obviously have an agenda that goes beyond finding out the truth otherwise you wouldn't be 
disregarding the wishes of folks that are under a lot of stress and need support not hatefulness.  
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Dan Sawyer  
Shit, Shu. Did you and I have each other under surveillance? Damn reptilian master race bureacracy, left 
hand doesn't know what the right hand is up to. Things haven't been the same since Xeeborg (aka Justin 
Bieber) took over as Supreme Leader, eh?  
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Dan Sawyer  
Suzanne, that's the real reason Monika gave me that horrible haircut: to hide the scar!  
19 hours ago · LikeUnlike 



 
Pete Beaulieu-Blais  
guys this is important! 
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Nahsuhs Ayara  
Pete stop wasting time, we must find the cop within ourselves and kill them, my mama said so.  
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Dan Sawyer  
Wait .. Don't we need to find the lizard inside the cop inside us? That is some crazy Inception shit ... 
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Pete Beaulieu-Blais  
Shu, why won't you ADMIT that Dan is a lizard! 
 
FACT: Dan Sawyer is a Lizard 
 
FACT: Dan Sawyer is a reptilian ... See More 
 
FACT: Dan Sawyer has never once worn green clothing on June 18th 
 
FACT: only Dan is refusing to talk about the TRUTH surrounding the fact that he is a lizard 
 
FACT: Canadians demand an inquiry on whether or not Dan Sawyer is a lizard 
 
FACT: no lizards are currently being held at OCDC (a self proclaimed JAIL!!) 
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Nahsuhs Ayara  
FACT: Lizards are interesting creatures, Dan's interesting, therefore Dan is a creature? 
 
FACT: To kill the lizard inside the cop inside of us = serious dedication to the cause. 
 
FACT: my brain hurts. Must be an alien lizard egg hatching in it, frontal lobotomy my ass, they injected me 
with the fertilized egg of a alien lizard hybrid...the pigs are also playing God. 
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 



Nahsuhs Ayara  
p.s. Dan, Justin Bieber is our esteemed leader and I worship his swinging locks, so please speak no ills of 
him.  
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
John Hollingsworth  
see this shit done right: 
http://tvshack.cc/tv/Conspiracy_Theory_with_Jesse_Ventura/season_1/episode_3/ 
16 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Nahsuhs Ayara  
I feel like Jane and this guy would get along really well. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqRPOEa3P44&feature=related tell us the truthhhhhhhh, why are you 
cops...on what rights do you exclude the population....we need the truth!! 
10 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Amy Miller  
i squirted coffee out of my noise from laughing so much... but seriously @Jane: your behaviour is 
completely out of line, it is sickening to see how you are adding nothing to the struggle of freeing R&M 
except to add stress and headaches. I am disheartened that in the past I have supported you in times of need 
(ie when you were in jail) and that ... See Moreyou are disregarding the repeated requests from Roger and 
Matt & Claude for NO-ONE to speak to the press or speak on their behalf without consent. Stop using the 
excuse of 'solidarity' as your rational- check your head and motives and if you want to actually help, shut 
the fuck up and do something useful like organize a fundraiser or at least, stop distracting people with your 
antics and let people do the amazing support work they are doing.  
9 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 6 peopleLoading... 

 
John Hollingsworth  
@amy, did you know that YOU made the alex jones' show (and recently at that)? 
9 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Dan Sawyer  
Yeah, I saw that episode. It's the one where Alex Jones proves Amy blew up Tower 7 right? 
9 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 



Jane Scharf  
@Amy the record shows that the actions I have taken in publically raising the issue about police 
involvement in the RBC Arson have now been publicly confirmed in the Citizen and Sun July 15. How can 
this be harmful to Matt and Roger? As well M and R are now registered at the court and I think R will now 
get due process at his bail review July 30. ... See MoreWhat I am saying is supported in outed fact so 
although your attacks against me are vicious they are groundless and shallow. The railroading is not 
working anymore and this is good thing for M and R. Then when they get out they can make informed 
decisions about their defense. 
 
my blog:  
 
http://www.janescharf.com/blog/ 
7 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Pete Beaulieu-Blais  
@ Jane: LOL 
7 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Dan Sawyer  
Truly amazing, jane. You've never been to a single court date or appearance for the J18 defendants and yet 
you've got it all figured out! But I guess, if I'm a cop, I would say something like that. 
7 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Nahsuhs Ayara  
You would Dan!  
 
@Jane, again, what the fuck does your blog have to do with anything. Here's an informed decision I think 
you should take, listen to the wishes of the people you claim to be defending. Also, maybe a good idea, 
stop pushing others down so you can rise up.  
7 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Jane Scharf  
I did not have to be in court to smell a rat and I was right and that spilled milk cannot be put back in the 
carton no matter how hard you attack me. 
7 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Jane Scharf  
@Amy what help did you offer me when I was in jail? I do not remember. Was it a visit from you, canteen 
money offer to receive phone calls from me, legal advice or fund raising? Perhaps you attended court? 
7 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Amy Miller  
@Jane: LOL. to help your memory 2004 mitigate court support and see how the hell we could get you out. 
obviously I (and if I am not mistaken, Dan as well) didn't do a very good job or you have a shitty memory. 
This was at the same time of the 7yearsquat trial or whatshouldnowbe referred to as 'those of us that are 



lizards-cops who keep on tricking ... See Morethe 'real activists' (LIKE YOU JANE!!) into thinking we are 
the real deal.. ps: good luck running for mayor.. pss: would you mind just focusing on that and (sorry for 
the repeat) leave the folks who are genuinely engaged in supporting Matt and Roger (that criteria require 
ACTUALLY following their wishes) to their work?  
7 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading... 

 
Brendan Touhey  
@Dan: Wow, you must have the patience of a saint...a green, alien-lizard cop saint, but a saint 
nonetheless... 
 
BTW, love the profile pic! :-) 
7 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Jane Scharf  
@no no support from you or Dan. I got myself out of jail with an appeal to a judge about the lack of due 
process.Roger however help significantly with the protest itself including design and printing of the wanted 
chiarelli poster, he also gave court support and jail,support. I owe him. that is why I am doing this and that 
is why I am not going to ... See Morebe silent based on your orders to be silent when exposure is obviously 
in Matt and Rogers interest. And news flash I have not accused either of you of being cops so why all the 
dramatics. 
6 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Dan Sawyer  
Jane, I'm used to you not listening to us, but you're ignoring yourself now? Might I direct your attention to 
your Wednesday, July 14th blog post where you ask the following super useful question: 
 
"Is the Ottawa Movement Defense part of the provocateur activity? Is the self appointed leader Dan Sawyer 
a police agent?" 
 
You strongly imply it, as ... See Morewell, in the interview you did with that 9/11 dude. And the "Truther 
Girls" vid, where they repeatedly reference you as the source for their information, flat out says I'm 
probably a state agent.  
 
I think calling someone a cop or implying that they might be one, without any evidence is about the worst 
thing you can do to an organizer. 
 
It honestly seems like just a slimey move on your part to undermine Ottawa Movement Defense. 
 
So frankly, Jane, you can go fuck yourself.  
5 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 3 peopleLoading... 

 
Jane Scharf  
@Dan, Well that might be true if the person was not a cop or state agent of any kind. But I would say a cop 
infiltrating the activist community for two years is far more destructive then questioning the motives of 



someone like yourself who is trying to cover up that police involvement. this cat is out the bag and I am 
glad I help bring that out. And I think that exposure is very positive for Matt and Roger. 
4 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Dan Sawyer  
Thank god the cat is out of the bag. It can drink that spilled milk. 
4 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading... 

 
Jane Scharf  
That is a good one actually 
4 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Dan Sawyer  
Wait a minute. Didn't you just call me a cop again? In response to my point on calling me and OMD cops, 
and about how damaging it can be to call some a cop without any evidence at all, you response is 'that 
might be true if someone isn't a cop' WTF, Jane? Which is it? Am I a pig or not? 
 
Hence the fucking drama. 
4 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Suzanne Doyon  
ooohhhh nooooo!!!!!!!!!!!! 
4 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
John Hollingsworth  
do you support the black bloc? if so, you obviously must be a cop or a provocateur - you know, an 
instigator. judy rebick and sid ryan told me so at the G20. i ♥ truthergirl! 
3 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Jane Scharf  
@Dan I am questioning your motivation for demanding that I remain quiet on the matter of police 
involvement in the RBC arson. I am being given no reason for silence in a matter that needs to be addressed 
in Matt and Rogers’s interest. If you are not a cop or some kind of state agent then tell why it is beneficial 
to Matt and Roger that we not discuss a) police involvement and b) the lack of due process that was 
happening.  
3 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   



 
John Hollingsworth  
jane, i doubt dan will answer you - i mean, why bother when he, OMD and pretty much everyone else have 
already told you our "motivation" many times now, which is that we are respecting the wishes of matt and 
roger - but you will undoubtably interpret this lack of response as "proof" that he is a cop. think again, jane. 
3 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Dan Sawyer  
'cause that's what they asked us to do, Jane. It's pretty simple. We can make recommendations or offer 
suggestions, but in the end it's their choice and we have to respect it.  
 
I'd also like to point out yet again that you haven't been to a single court date, talked to any of the 
defendants on the phone, engaged in correspondence with them, or ... See Moretalked to them in person 
(except for your one unnanounced visit to Roger that resulted in a visit he had requested being cancelled). 
 
So for you to be commenting on this case is just mind bogglingly arrogant. And it's a little insulting to the 
J18 defendants - why can't you accept that they're able to make choices for themselves on how they want to 
deal with the situation?  
3 hours ago · LikeUnlike 

 
Jane Scharf  
I have no access because OMD is refusing to let me see them. And as far as I have heard they were asked 
by OMD to request silence because that is what the lawyer Greenspon wants. And I do not trust Greenspon 
and for a variety of reasons I don't trust you. If you want to know why we need to meet in person because 
some of the information is sensitive. 
... See MoreAnd did the don't talk to the media rule not apply to you on Saturday when you got up in front 
of the media and spoke about Roger Matt and Claude. So Dan if you want silence I need more from you 
than a dramatic performance. Although I did like the spilled milk and cat joke. But the rest of the dramatics 
are pretty lame. 
2 hours ago · LikeUnlike ·   

 
Jane Scharf  
@More from earlier now that I am home. Actually I have sent Roger a letter, signed on to visit with OMD, 
put money in Rogers canteen, visited Roger at OCDC, complained about how poorly the OMD was 
managing his defense, shook the court to get Matt and Rogers names in the system (which is really a bad 
thing to be happening) complained publicly ... See Moreabout who the third person in the RBC Arson 
video was which got the cops to admit publically that there was a police infiltrator in the activist 
community for two years, accepted a call from Matt and built pressure on Greenspon to set a date for bail 
hearing, and to defend properly this time. And I am still challenging Greenspon and OMD. ANd I don't 
have to have been in court to know that Roger did not get due process because had he got due process he 
would be out because he has never even been arrested or charged. 
a few seconds ago · LikeUnlike ·   



   
	  


